Adaptive processing techniques based on hidden Markov models for characterizing very small channel currents buried in noise and deterministic interferences.
Techniques for characterizing very small single-channel currents buried in background noise are described and tested on simulated data to give confidence when applied to real data. Single channel currents are represented as a discrete-time, finite-state, homogeneous, Markov process, and the noise that obscures the signal is assumed to be white and Gaussian. The various signal model parameters, such as the Markov state levels and transition probabilities, are unknown. In addition to white Gaussian noise, the signal can be corrupted by deterministic interferences of known form but unknown parameters, such as the sinusoidal disturbance stemming from AC interference and a drift of the base line owing to a slow development of liquid-junction potentials. To characterize the signal buried in such stochastic and deterministic interferences, the problem is first formulated in the framework of a Hidden Markov Model and then the Expectation Maximization algorithm is applied to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters (state levels, transition probabilities), signals, and the parameters of the deterministic disturbances. Using fictitious channel currents embedded in the idealized noise, we first show that the signal processing technique is capable of characterizing the signal characteristics quite accurately even when the amplitude of currents is as small as 5-10 fA. The statistics of the signal estimated from the processing technique include the amplitude, mean open and closed duration, open-time and closed-time histograms, probability of dwell-time and the transition probability matrix. With a periodic interference composed, for example, of 50 Hz and 100 Hz components, or a linear drift of the baseline added to the segment containing channel currents and white noise, the parameters of the deterministic interference, such as the amplitude and phase of the sinusoidal wave, or the rate of linear drift, as well as all the relevant statistics of the signal, are accurately estimated with the algorithm we propose. Also, if the frequencies of the periodic interference are unknown, they can be accurately estimated. Finally, we provide a technique by which channel currents originating from the sum of two or more independent single channels are decomposed so that each process can be separately characterized. This process is also formulated as a Hidden Markov Model problem and solved by applying the Expectation Maximization algorithm. The scheme relies on the fact that the transition matrix of the summed Markov process can be construed as a tensor product of the transition matrices of individual processes.